
Engaging Less Motivated Students

A Checklist of Intervention Options for Virtual Classrooms

A. Ensure that the material is engaging, especially at the outset of the task (start with something 
more enjoyable)

B. Reduce the task difficulty in the beginning of the task, to build momentum and to show that 
student effort leads to completing the task. This is the teacher controlling the relationship 
between effort and outcome.

C. Use a visual task schedule showing steps to completion. Continuously show what has been 
completed and what is left to do. 
(https://kevinplummerphd.com/tolerance-extending-contingency-programs/
 and https://kevinplummerphd.com/visual-systems-to-increase-motivation-and-support-better-
decision-making/).

D. Adjust the task length to create multiple and more quickly achieved completion and success 
points within the task, rather than one long task (this can be shown on the visual task schedule).

E. Build in intervals of fun and adjust according to motivation levels
show the upcoming fun
use a progress indicator to show the student's progress within the activity and toward 

the next fun activity

F. Use rest as a relief and build in rest periods, shown visually with a task schedule (use an 
"embedded" task schedule, as mentioned above, and color-code the rest, relief, and fun periods 
so students can see that they are approaching them). Examples of rest activities include, 
coloring, listening to a song, watching a video, answering a riddle, etc.

G. Use restorative breaks as needed. This could include the typical break activities (including 
online versions) as well as stretching, teacher-led exercises, getting a drink or snack. (https://
kevinplummerphd.com/restorative-breaks/ and https://kevinplummerphd.com/important-things-
to-remember-about-restorative-breaks/

H. Use motivating language at varying points within the task schedule and point to the visual of 
this schedule so students can encourage themselves. At the start of the task, build momentum 
by pointing out, "Hey look, you're already making progress and getting things done. Way to go." 
Approaching the middle of the task say things like, "This is really moving along, you've already 
got a lot done, this is going better than you thought it would, you're making some really good 
progress." As the student passes the midway point, start focusing on the end, "Look, just a few 
more to go. You worked hard and now you're coming to the end." Be sure to follow the task with 
a rest/relief or an enjoyable activity, not another work task.

I. Use a "first-then" system. This should be visually displayed along with some visual indicator of 
progress (like a progress meter with an arrow or a marker that moves left to right from start to 
finish, or a power bar that can be colored in to show amount completed). https://
kevinplummerphd.com/tolerance-extending-contingency-programs/) Focus on what the student 
would rather be doing instead of the task and put that into the "then" spot. Use the statement, 
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"first (do the task), then (mention the preferred activity). Do not phrase it as an "if then" 
statement (we're not bribing them) and do not phrase it as a threat (if you don't do the task you 
won't get to have any fun). Do not use the first-then system as a schedule (first you finish math 
and then you do reading). Set this up to resolve quickly, as described in D above.

J. Use contingent work reduction. Let the student choose (circle or underline) a few items within 
the task that the teacher will "demonstrate" while the student watches. These items represent 
work reduction but they are contingent on work production. https://kevinplummerphd.com/
motivation-management-student-motivation-as-an-academic-enabler-for-school-success/

K. Award credit for work completion and work habits. See https://kevinplummerphd.com/soft-
skills-for-school-and-life/ for a list of work habits. Use a virtual collection container and award 
credits by putting in stars or other objects that can be valued by color (or number—single, 
double or triple credits). Give credit while pointing out what was done to earn the credit, 
including why it may have been a double or triple credit. Provide an abundance of credit at the 
start of the work, to reward task initiation. For more information about a credit program see 
https://kevinplummerphd.com/credit-program/.

Credits can be used to enjoy an activity with the teacher (playing a game, doing a puzzle, 
having a story read, watching a funny video together, etc.). Whereas credit checks occur two or 
three times a day throughout the typical school day in a therapeutic program, credit activities 
with the teacher can occur much less frequently because the time spent in the virtual learning 
classroom is less. Some students may earn this activity at a rate of once a day and others once 
every few days.

L. Award credit based on work pace and number of reminders. See the "Race to the Finish" and 
the "Match the Pace" programs for a way to give students visual feedback on the number of 
reminders they are requiring (credits could be awarded as the student matches or exceeds the 
pace or bonus credits could be awarded if the student wins the race). https://
kevinplummerphd.com/race-to-the-finish-independence-and-work-habits-program/ and 
https://kevinplummerphd.com/match-the-pace-independence-program/

M. Award credit for independent work. Prior to checking the student's independent work, send a 
message to alert them that you will soon be checking their work to see how many credits you 
can give them. Soon after, check the work and issue credits as well as a feedback statement 
(e.g., great job getting your work done, I gave you 10 credits, the full amount, and 5 bonus 
credits for how accurate it was. . .I tried to give you a lot of credit, but I could only give you one 
because you did not do very much work). Give students a chance to go back and try again, to 
receive credit.

N. Create a virtual report card that lets students rate their own performance to see if they can 
match the teacher rating of their performance. Rate each task with a reposrt card, so a low 
rating on one task can give students a chance to redeem themselves on the next task. Award 
bonus credit if the student comes close to matching the teacher rating. When the session is 
over, email the report card to the parent.  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Here is an example of a report card that can be used for each task.

I worked hard and I got a lot done 1 2 3 4
    not very true      a little true     pretty true       very true

I was distracted and I needed a lot of 4 3 2 1
reminders to keep working      not very true     a little true     pretty true       very true

My work was neat and correct and 1 2 3 4
well done    not very true      a little true     pretty true       very true

my score ___  my teacher's score ____ match (yes or no within one point)  ____

O. Provide highly specific and fairly immediate (timely) feedback. Don't wait until the task is 
complete to provide feedback. Use the frequency and the timing of your feedback as you would 
a reinforcement schedule. If you wait too long to reinforce, the reinforcement won't be 
connected well enough to what you are trying to reinforce. 

Create categories of feedback so it is specific enough to be meaningful. Here are some 
feedback categories that can shape your feedback to be specific, relevant, meaningful and 
reinforcing.

Where specifically did the student show an improvement?
Where did the student exceed the expectation?
What part showed a strong effort? 
What was particularly creative?
What part showed thought?
What showed patience?
What was difficult, but they didn't give up?

P. Consider creating a similar list (similar to O) for students so they can share their own 
feedback about their work with you. 

Q. Consider writing an occasional brief note and send it electronically as a comment. A note 
shows that you've been thinking about the student and it's likely to be accepted as a very caring, 
thoughtful, meaningful gesture, and a very powerful reinforcer. The note may mention 
something you noticed, something that impressed you, something you enjoyed related to your 
experience with the student.

R. Use emojis for reinforcement. There are countless emojis that signify great job, well done, 
congratulations, yay, wow, confetti, thumbs up, way to go, hands clapping, etc. These can be 
selected and displayed or sent electronically to students, and some come with sound effects 
(applause, cheering).  In addition, awards of excellence and/or awards of successful completion, 
awards for effort or patience or creativity can be created and given out, albeit much less 
frequently than the emoji reinforcement.


